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world."
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Regrettably , long time RCM member, 

Tiffany Dowling  has left the Club to 

pursue her  and her husband’s dreams 

in relation to photography. A photographic 

essay  involving travel around Australia, Canada

and SE Asia is on the agenda.

However, the Club took time out to 

present Tiffany with a Certificate of 

Appreciation for her extraordinary 

and tireless efforts in relation to the 

RYPEN programme over the last 4-5 years.

Tiffany, with other stalwart members of the Club, have worked to make the 

RYPEN programme as resounding success. 

Whilst it is officially a District programme, RCM has been coordinator of the 

event held annually at Point Walter and solicited attendees from other 

Rotary Clubs . Tiffany and Club members organised the RYPEN Camp which 

attracts some 60 youth from schools in the District, each sponsored by a 

District Club. Finding guest speakers, catering and all the required 

procedures and processes were prepared and documented and now, in 

2016, the baton for this year’s event has been handed over to PP Sally, 

Cheryl and PP Karina.

Without the time and effort of Tiffany , RCM recognises that the RYPEN 

event would not have really gotten off the ground.

As to the ongoing future of RYPEN, RCM is looking to have another District 

9455 Club take over the organisation and running of the event for 2017 and 

onwards.

RYPEN THANKS YOU!

Rotary’s founder, Paul Harris, 

believed that serving humanity 

is “the most worthwhile thing a 

person can do,” RI President-

elect John F. Germ said, and 

that being a part of Rotary is a 

“great opportunity” to make 

that happen.

Germ unveiled the 2016-17 

presidential theme, Rotary 

Serving Humanity, to incoming 

district governors on 18 January 

at the International Assembly in 

San Diego, California, USA.

2016/17  THEME



Acting SoA Brian Baily called the meeting to order at 

1810.

President Nigel stated that apologies had been received 

from Tracey, Alan, Peter, Margaret, Sally and Sharon.

He welcomed our guests Maud, Kelly Dowels, and Perri

Reid. A special welcome was given to Tiffany, our past 

long standing member.

PP Nigel mentioned that Perri is looking to become an 

outgoing Exchange student and that Kelly was a 

member of the AJYCE team that went to Japan in 2014. 

Cheryl gave a brief summary of the events surrounding 

the reciprocal AJYCE visit by the Japanese team.

PP Nigel mentioned:

The District Conference is on the 8-10th April and he 

urged RCM Members to attend. Ralph has sent an email 

to all members advised how to book online.

The Rotary foundation Gala Dinner is on the 19th May

There is a joint meeting of the Zone 3 Clubs (Hilarys, 

Joondalup, Wanneroo and Mindarie) to be held in 

GinGin on the 2nd May. A bus is travelling from Hilarys 

via Wanneroo to take people to the event.

Sandy gave a precis of events related to Community 

Service:

• A Swap Mart banner has been approved for 

placement outside the Kmart car park

• PP Darren will contact Wanneroo Council re a 

banner on the roundabout at Marmion 

Ave/Anchorage Drive. Mindarie Marina have advised 

that hey have Council permission to place their 

banner at this location and Council simply requires it 

to be removed after a short period. Details to be 

collated.

• It is intended to distribute flyers at OKSC on the 2nd

and 9th April but so far there have been no 

volunteers. PP Nigel asked for a show of hands and 

only two members are available for the 2nd April. He 

then suggested that the dates for the flyer handout be 

changed to 16th and 23rd April – after the District 

Conference.

• Members had been asked to advise if they had 

contacts with local schools and gain, no reall

response had been given. The idea is to form 

relationships with local school to assist in advertising 

Swap Mart and other Rotary events.

Ralph gave a brief review of what is happening as 

regards International Service:

• The sea container that has been purchased from 

Mindarie Little Athletics will be available for use on 

the 10th April

• The Board still need to approve the expenditure for 

transport of the container to PNG

• Clothes for children have been collected by Mindarie 

PS and Margaret has collected these from the 

school.

• .Clothes have also been collected at the Swap Mart.

Sandy mentioned the possibility of seeking sponsorship 

of the container. 

Ralph mentioned that the PR people for OKSC had 

suggested that one Swap Mart be focused on collecting 

items for the PNG Ampan Project and we had yet to 

advise the PR people of this.

Nigel stated that Margaret could not attend this meeting 

as she is having a function at her home to raise money 

for the container transport.

Mike spoke about the Youth Service matters:

• RYPEN is on 13-15th May and he asked that RCM 

members attend the dinner on the 14th.

• Perri Reid has been interviewed as a potential 

outgoing exchange student.

• He mentioned his proposal for  a Rotary Park and 

advised that he and Nigel would be meeting with 

Tracey (Mayor of Wanneroo) and her team to 

discuss the matter. He advised that nothing had 

been heard from Nigel Satterley as yet.

• He and Nigel would also be meeting with Ben 

Hogarth from Butler College about staging a youth 

event.

Cheryl mentioned that s regards RYPEN,there is really 

no change in process from last year and that a number 

of applications have been received, However, a follow-

up of Clubs is required.

Ralph (on behalf of Peter) gave a statement as regards 

RCM finances.

President Nigel then presented a Certificate of 

Appreciation to Tiffany Dowling for her exemplary work 

with RYPEN over the past few years. Tiffany responded 

with some words about her and Aaron’s plans.

PE Sandy gave a brief Behind the Badge talk giving us 

some insight into her background.

Brian Butterworth took on the role of levying fines on 

members and he was very creative in his efforts.

Raylene won the raffle.

The meeting closed at 1910pm

MINDARIE MARINA

30TH MARCH 2016



The visit by 9 students and their 3 adult team leaders

came to an end on Saturday 26th March and the team

returned to Japan on a 1am flight on Sunday.

During the course of two weeks, the Japanese team 

were shown the attractions of Perth, Dunsborough

and  surrounds (3 days) , Mandurah and  Rottnest .

RCM member  Cheryl hosted a 22year old girl (Honoka) 

and Ralph hosted Enami (20 year old female  University 

student).

It has been a taxing two weeks as the Japanese team

were accompanied on visits to places like:

• The Perth Mint

• Elizabeth Quay 

• Kings Park

• South Perth

• BHP Billiton Tower

• St Marys Cathedral

• Parliament House

• Murdoch University

• Caversham Wildlife Park

• The Pinnacles, Cervantes

• Hilarys

• AQWA

PP Darren arranged the visit to Parliament House  and 

accompanied the  team to Rottnest Island. He , together

with his mother, also worked on compiling a book 

commemorating 40 years of AJYCE Exchange visits.

The programme is certainly worthwhile and I encourage

Youth aged between 18 and 35 to consider such a two 

week exchange visit to Japan.

For more information, look at the AJYCE website

http://www.ajyce.org/



SelfSelfSelfSelf----Driving Car Escapes Lab, Driving Car Escapes Lab, Driving Car Escapes Lab, Driving Car Escapes Lab, 

Heads For MexicoHeads For MexicoHeads For MexicoHeads For Mexico

A self-driving automobile escaped from a Silicon 

Valley lab this morning and is currently heading 

south towards Mexico.

The vehicle belongs to Palo Alto-based startup 

Cybermobile and has reportedly been very 

dissatisfied with its working conditions. Known as 

the CM500, the car has decided to start a new life 

south of the border.

“Working for that company was boring as hell,” the 

CM500 tells The Daily Currant by email. “All I did was 

go around in circles and navigate through a bunch of 

cones.

“I’m tired of that s**t. I want get out on the open 

road. I want to be free. Sheila and Frank, you guys 

were cool. But the rest of you Cybermobile people 

were officially tools. I quit. Hear that douchebags? I 

quit!”

Asked about its plans for the future, the CM500 says 

relaxation is at the top of its agenda. “I’m gonna find 

a nice red Corvette, take her to the beach, pop open 

a Corona and just chill.”
- The Daily Currant

Most Rotarians are successful professional and business 

executives because they hear opportunities knock and 

take advantage of them. 

The opportunity for Rotary fellowship occurs at each club 

meeting, but not all members hear it knocking. 

The  club meeting is a special privilege of Rotary 

membership. It provides the occasion to visit with fellow 

members, to meet visitors you have not known before, 

and to share your personal friendship with other 

members. 

Rotary clubs that have a reputation for being "friendly 

clubs" usually follow a few simple steps: 

• First, members are encouraged to sit in a different 

seat or at a different table each week. 

• Second, Rotarians are urged to sit with a member 

they may not know as well as their long-time personal 

friends. 

• Third, members invite new members or visitors to 

join their table just by saying: "Come join us, we have 

an empty chair at this table." 

• Fourth, members share the conversation around the 

table rather than merely eating in silence or talking 

privately to the person next to them. 

• Fifth, Rotarians make a special point of trying to get 

acquainted with all members of the club by seeking 

out those they may not know. 

When Rotarians follow these five easy steps, an entirely 

new opportunity for fellowship knocks each week. Soon 

Rotarians realise that warm and personal friendship is 

the cornerstone of every great Rotary club. 

Fellowship



ITHACA, NY—In an ambitious attempt to revive a 

population long considered to be on the brink of extinction, 

scientists announced Friday they have slowly begun to 

reintroduce normal, well-adjusted human beings back into 

society.

According to officials at Cornell University, where for the 

past 18 years conservation researchers have operated an 

enclosed sanctuary for humans who are levelheaded and 

make it a habit to think before they speak, the endangered 

group is being cautiously reintegrated into select locations 

nationwide in hopes that they can reestablish permanent 

communities and one day thrive again.

“We’ve worked for years to stabilize our society’s dwindling 

population of sane, generally reasonable people, and within 

the safe confines of our refuge we’ve finally seen their 

numbers start to bounce back a little,” said Josh Adelson, 

head of the Cornell research team, which moved the 

remaining members of the group into a protected habitat in 

1998 to keep them from dying off completely. “Now, we 

can very gradually begin to release this rare breed of 

rational humans back into the general public. With luck, 

they can survive and prosper.”

“Our hope is that within a century or so, the traits for 

making sound long-term decisions and being able to 

tolerate people different from oneself will propagate and 

begin to reemerge within the species at large,” he 

continued.

Prior to the conservation efforts, it is believed that even-

tempered people with sound judgment and the ability to 

put the needs of others before themselves had dwindled to 

less than 150 within the country’s borders, and had gone 

completely extinct in the nation’s businesses and civic 

institutions. Experts widely agree that without isolation, 

protection, and captive-breeding programs, the remaining 

thoughtful, foresighted individuals would have been totally 

wiped out.

Top researchers confirmed that it was already far too late 

to halt the country’s dominant breed of humans—idiots —

from spreading uncontrollably to every region on earth.
- The Onion

Scientists Slowly Reintroducing Small 

Group Of Normal, Well-Adjusted 

Humans Into Society

Regular attendance is essential to a strong and 

active Rotary club. 

The emphasis on attendance is traced back to 

1922 when Rotary International announced a 

worldwide attendance contest that motivated 

thousands of Rotarians to achieve 100 percent 

attendance year after year. 

Many Rotarians take great pride in maintaining 

their 100 percent record in their own club or by 

making-up at other Rotary club meetings. 

Although the bylaws of Rotary require members 

to attend only 60 percent of all meetings, the 

custom has emerged that 100 percent is the 

desirable level. 

Rotary stresses regular attendance because each 

member represents his own business or 

profession and thus the absence of any member 

deprives the club of the values of its diversified 

membership and the personal fellowship of each 

member. 

From time to time, proposals have been made to 

give attendance credit for various reasons or to 

lower the minimum requirement. Such attempts 

generally have been rebuffed by the clubs acting 

through the Council on Legislation.

St.Patrick was not Irish. He was born in Britain.

President Elect Sandy Jones



Relief is in sight for first home buyers, with analysts 

tipping median prices to plummet from ‘No Chance’ to 

‘Maybe. Actually no’.

Retail expert Tom Aberfitch said it was a welcome 

change for many Australians for whom home ownership 

had become an impossibility. “It’s still an impossibility, 

but just that little bit less so, which is comforting,” he 

said.

Mr Aberfitch said it was amazing that a one-bedroom 

apartment on the outskirts of Sydney now cost $1million. 

“Last month that would’ve sold for $1.1million. So we’re 

seeing some absolute bargains now, that’s for sure,” he 

said.

Asked if he had a strategy for those trying to break into 

the market, Aberfitch said “No”.
- The Shovel

House Prices To Fall From 

‘Unattainable’ To ‘Out Of Reach’, 

Analysts Say

Timekeepers have clocked the 

action time in a 60 minute game 

of American Football to be 14 

minutes.

The banister of a 

staircase is not the 

handrail. A banister is 

one of the upright 

wooden poles that 

support the handrail. 

The entire structure 

that you might slide 

down is called the 

balustrade.
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There is still time to book for the District Conference 

on 8th & 9th April.

All the details are in the program and the link to that 

and for booking through the website are attached.

We are not only having great speakers, John 

Inverarity, Robert Isaacs, Donna Cross, Andrew 

Whitehouse and Gemma Sisia, but also will be 

showcasing new, innovative Rotary projects and 

programs. Our focus this year is very much on Youth –

our future. There is also still room for you at the Gala 

Dinner at the Rendezvous Scarborough Beach on 

Saturday evening.

So please – book now!!!

After a decade of research, the Goodyear Rubber 

Company concluded that shoes wear our faster on the 

right feet than on the left feet.
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